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Abstract— Increased clustering in Field Programmable Gate
Arrays (FPGAs) has shifted a larger fraction of the overall
routing load into the configurable logic blocks (CLBs), reducing
usage of the costly global interconnect. However, increases in
CLB size introduce additional overheads inside CLBs, which can
limit the savings gained by minimizing the global interconnect
use, motivating more efficient intra-CLB routing. This paper
explores different topologies for the intra-CLB connectivity and
identifies how the optimal local-CLB interconnect changes for
different FPGA architecture and circuit parameters. This work
compares area, delay, and energy for two intra-CLB topologies:
multiplexer-based routing and island-style bi-directional routing,
similar to the global FPGA interconnect, but used inside the CLB
(which we call a mini-FPGA). The mini-FPGA style of local CLB
interconnect prove to be favorable for minimum-energy
operation, as they can reduce transistor count by as much as
62%, and consume as much as 77.9% less energy. Multipexerbased CLBs have performance benefits by reducing delays by
almost 3x. Multiplexer-based CLBs can consume less energy at
nominal voltages, but only if additional measures are taken to
limit power consumption in the multiplexers. A 130-nm CMOS
test chip confirms that simulation results track measured data for
mini-FPGA CLBs.

I. INTRODUCTION
Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) are attractive
alternatives to Application Specific Integrated Circuits (ASICs)
because of their reconfigurability. However, this flexibility
comes at the price of increased overhead (in energy dissipation
and area) and decreased performance. In a comparison between
FPGA and ASIC implementations of the same benchmark
circuits, the FPGA was on average 35x larger, 4.5x slower, and
consumed 14x more dynamic power than the ASIC [9]. This
degradation in efficiency comes from, among other things, a
costly interconnect that can account for as much as 70% of the
energy dissipation of an FPGA [10]. This overhead becomes
even worse at extremely low voltages, making it infeasible to
operate FPGAs in many low-power contexts. One way to
reduce the dependency of an FPGA on its global interconnect
is to increase the clustering, or the number of Basic Logic
Elements (BLEs) inside of each Configurable Logic Block
(CLB). Increasing the clustering of the CLBs in FPGAs allows
logic blocks to communicate with each other (within the CLB),
minimizing the use of the costly global interconnect, and
thereby increasing the energy efficiency of the FPGA.
Clustering has been shown to mitigate performance and area
overheads incurred by implementing circuits using FPGAs [2],
as well as energy consumption [3]. As a result, many

commercial FPGA architectures ([5][6][7]) use cluster-based
CLBs.
While increasing the size of FPGA clusters has clear
benefits, there are penalties still associated with the larger
CLBs. Increasing the cluster size of the CLBs increases their
percentage of the energy and delay contributions. At a certain
point, increasing the cluster size begins to introduce additional
delay, energy, and area overheads without providing any
benefits [3]. If then, the CLB can be redesigned to have better
performance and be lower energy, designers can push the
clustering size higher to get the same delay and energy as the
previous design, which will result in fewer connections to the
global interconnect, lowering overall energy consumption.
Aside from increasing logic block clustering, energy
consumption can be reduced in FPGAs by reducing the supply
voltage to a value near the threshold voltage of the transistors
(near-threshold) or even lower (sub-threshold). Dynamic
energy has a squared dependence on supply voltage, and
leakage energy has a linear dependence. Therefore, voltage can
be a strong knob for reducing energy consumption of FPGAs.
In [4] and [11], researchers push supply voltages into the subthreshold operating regime, and show very strong energy
savings compared to the nominal supply voltage case.
Therefore, in our efforts to increase clustering in FPGA logic
blocks, it will be important to also characterize these clusters
for low-voltage operation in order to understand how and when
to use the different CLB topologies in all potential FPGA
applications.
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Figure 1: a) multiplexer-based [1] and b) mini-FPGA [4] Configurable
Logic Blocks (CLBs)

In this paper, we address the dual problems of efficient
clustering of CLBs and low-voltage operation by investigating
both the widely-accepted multiplexer implementation of a

II. CLB TOPOLOGIES
The configurable logic block (CLB) is the building block of
the island-style FPGA. Clustered CLBs include more than one
basic logic element (BLE). Each BLE includes one Look-Up
Table (LUT), which is implemented as a collection of
2 SRAM bits and a 2 -to-1 multiplexer, where k is the
number of inputs to the LUT. The SRAM bits can be
configured to represent the truth table of any k-input Boolean
function. The SRAM values are fed through the 2 -to-1
multiplexer, whose select signals are the inputs to the LUT.
The output of the LUT is multiplexed with a register, so the
BLE can be either combinational or sequential in nature.
A group of these BLEs are clustered together to create the
CLB. The standard implementation of a CLB, which is
assumed in the VPR tool [14], uses multiplexers to route all of
the inputs and outputs of the CLB to each input of each BLE
(illustrated in Figure 1a). In our multiplexer-based CLB
implementation, we build the BLE input multiplexers out of
2:1 multiplexers. The multiplexers are implemented with
transmission gates with a buffer at the output.
Figure 1b illustrates the mini-FPGA CLB, where BLEs are
treated like CLBs in an FPGA, connected by a network of local
switch boxes, connection boxes, and routing channels. The
switch box topology is the ‘subset’ implementation (as named
by VPR [1], which is comparable to the Xilinx XC4000 switch
box topology [12]. While this is not the most efficient switch
box topology, moving to another topology would require the
same or more transistors and would not affect area or energy
consumption, despite an increase in routeability. For this
topology, there are W switch points per switch box, where W is
the channel width (or the number of routing tracks). The
connection boxes connect different pins of BLEs to the routing
resources around it. Here, we use the same programmable
switch as we do in the switch box, and use it to connect each
BLE pin to each track in the adjacent routing channel. Thus,
we have W programmable switches in each connection box,
where W is the width of the routing channel.
III. AREA COMPARISON
An important metric for evaluating the options for CLB
topology is total area. Minimizing the area of the CLB
minimizes the lengths of the global interconnect wires, which
contribute to most of the delay, area, and energy overhead of an
FPGA. For this comparison, we will use the transistor count in
the CLB interconnect as a proxy for area, since the BLEs are

identical. Transistor count provides an estimate for total area,
since full layouts are not available for the large number of
designs under consideration and automatic layout generation is
not available for both implementation styles. Using transistor
count is equivalent to minimum-width transistor estimates
(MTEs) [1] because each of the CLB topologies are
implemented with minimum-width transistors (which minimize
capacitance, and therefore power consumption) resulting in
MTE = 1. Sizing for minimal energy could result in varying
transistor widths, which would require using MTE calculations
in order to have an accurate area estimate. For the purposes of
this work, however, transistor counts are sufficient.
The local interconnect of the multiplexer-based CLBs
consists purely of the input multiplexers and the configuration
bits controlling them. The transistor count for the local
interconnect of mini-FPGA CLBs is attributed to the transistors
and configuration bits in the switch boxes and the connection
boxes of the mini-FPGA. Figure 2 plots the total number of
transistors attributed to the local interconnects of both
multiplexer-based and mini-FPGA CLBs against clustering.
The transistor counts for both fully buffered (e.g. buffers
between every transmission gate pair) and unbuffered
multiplexers are plotted to show the bounds of possible
transistor counts for multiplexer-based CLBs.
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clustered CLB, and using bi-directional island-style routing
(similar to the global interconnect of an FPGA, with switch
boxes and connection boxes) between the BLEs of a CLB, as
introduced in [4] (hereafter referred to as a ‘mini-FPGA’ CLB).
Both of these approaches are illustrated in Figure 1. In this
work, we will compare and contrast these two approaches,
based on area, delay, and energy consumption. In Section II,
we the circuit topologies of the CLBs are discussed in detail.
Section III provides a comparison of the area of the two
approaches by analyzing transistor counts. Section IV discusses
simulation results for delay and energy. In section V, we
discuss our hardware implementation of the mini-FPGA CLB.
The paper finishes in Section VI with conclusions.
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Figure 2: Total number of transistors vs. # of BLEs for different CLB
types. In this comparison, k = 4. Multiplexer-based CLBs become very
large with high clustering values. The channel width of Mini-FPGAs
contributes heavily to the transistor count.

The number of transistors in the mini-FPGA style CLBs
increases linearly with the number of BLEs, whereas the count
for the mux-based CLB increases quadratically. The buffered
mux-based CLB has more transistors than mini-FPGA CLBs
with a channel width of 8 at a cluster width of 8, which is
smaller than the clusters of many commercial FPGAs
([5][6][7]) and the best clustering value for CLBs as
determined by [2] and [3]. We empirically determined that a
channel width of 6 is sufficient for mapping the entirety of the
MCNC “Golden 20” benchmarks, which are often used to
benchmark FPGAs [8]. At this channel width, the transistor
count of the mini-FPGA CLB with 15 BLEs (9072 transistors)
is approximately 38% of the buffered multiplexer-based CLB

(23880 transistors) and 87% of the unbuffered multiplexerbased CLB (12840 transistors).
Many current FPGAs employ depopulation to reduce the
overhead of multiplexer-based CLBs. Instead of connecting the
input multiplexers for the BLEs to every input and output of
the CLB, the multiplexers only connect to a percentage of those
signals, reducing the size of the input multiplexers. [13] and
[15] illustrate varying levels of depopulation that reduce area
with minimal effect on the critical path delay of the FPGA as a
whole. Additional depopulation further reduces area, but starts
to affect FPGA performance. Thus, it is important to also
address depopulation when comparing multiplexer-based CLBs
to the mini-FPGA variety.
Figure 3 gives the cluster sizes (N) at which the
multiplexer-based design and the mini-FPGA design have
approximately the same transistor count, which will be referred
to as “break-even points.” Along with taking into account the
number of inputs to each BLE (k), we vary multiplexer
depopulation and mini-FPGA channel width. The depopulation
percentages given show the reduction in the number of signals
routed (75% depopulation connects to 25% of the total CLB
I/Os). At cluster sizes higher than these break-even points,
there are smaller area penalties when increasing the area of the
mini-FPGA style CLB versus the multiplexer-based design. As
the channel width increases, the break-even point happens at
larger cluster sizes, as number of switch boxes and connection
boxes increases. With 50% depopulation (suggested in [13]),
channel width of 6 (suggested by [4]) and k = 4, the areas of the
two CLB types are equal at a clustering value (N) of 11. As
depopulation increases beyond 50%, multiplexer-based CLBs
decrease in area and the break-even point moves to higher
clustering values. The same is true for decreasing mini-FPGA
channel width. However, decreasing both parameters reduces
routeability in the CLBs. We will discuss this issue further in
Section IV.
The multiplexers in this work are built from 2-1
multiplexers, each with a buffer at the output. Thus, the design
includes more buffers than are necessary, and removing some
of the buffers would reduce the number of transistors for the
multiplexers. The mini-FPGA CLB design, however, also
introduces additional overhead that is not needed for
implementation of most circuit benchmarks. Research into
more efficient multiplexer and mini-FPGA interconnect
topologies are left for future work.
IV. SIMULATION COMPARISON
While discussion of transistor area is important, it is also
important to characterize the effect of CLB implementation
strategies on the overall functionality of the FPGA. For the
purposes of this comparison, we will observe delay for a notion
of CLB performance and energy as a metric for CLB
efficiency. To effectively explore the simulation design space,
we will simulate at each of the break-even points to determine
which CLB topology has better performance and efficiency at
equal transistor areas.
Figure 4 shows a flow-chart that describes the process for
setting up the simulations. In order to simulate the CLBs we
need two things: 1) a simulation netlist for each CLB and 2) the

configuration for the CLB netlist in order to represent a
functionality that can be observed and tested. First, scripts
written in SKILL, the scripting language used by Cadence,
create test benches for CLBs. The SKILL script is
parameterized by architecture parameters (such as k, N, etc.),
allowing multiple test benches to be generated rapidly. Next,
we use the Verilog-To-Routing (VTR) tool-flow to virtually
map each CLB with k-input chessboard patterns (odd input
values return a 1, even input values return a 0) for each BLE.
The two inputs necessary for the VTR flow are 1) an
architecture file representing the target FPGA fabric and 2) a

Figure 3: Break-Even points between multiplexer-based and mini-FPGA
CLB topologies in terms of transistor count. The break-even points
change as a function of the depopulation of the multiplexer-based CLB
and the channel widths of the mini-FPGA CLBs. At cluster values (N)
higher than those given, mini-FPGAs have smaller transistor counts
(hence smaller area) than multiplexer-based CLBs. The break-even
points occur at lower N values with higher #’s of BLE inputs (k).

Verilog representation of the circuit that the FPGA should
implement. In order to stream-line the CLB simulation
exploration, we developed Perl scripts to generate both
architecture files and Verilog for each CLB we are simulating.
For each combination of k and N, we generate Verilog files that
are simply one k-input AND gate. That AND gate mapping is
changed to the chessboard pattern mentioned above through
post-processing with Perl scripts. Each architecture file is an
FPGA with a single CLB. That single CLB has architectural
parameters (k and N) that match the target CLB to be tested.
Depopulation of multiplexer-based CLBs is addressed in the
architecture file, which (among other things) describes the
connectivity of the BLE I/Os with the CLB I/Os. For the miniFPGA style CLB, we leave the architecture file unchanged,
maintaining a complete interconnect between BLE and CLB
I/Os, but address channel width in the parsing of VTR outputs.
After mapping the CLBs to the two topologies, a custom
scripted flow parses the output files of the VTR flow, which
provide high-level descriptions of the interconnect and logical
mapping of algorithms, and creates initial conditions that can

be used to set the configuration bits in the schematics of our
CLBs to the proper values to perform the algorithm.

Figure 4: Flow for CLB simulations. A custom script extracts information
about the logic inside the BLEs of the CLB, their relative location to each
other, and the inputs/outputs of the CLB that are used, and creates a set
of initial conditions for proper simulation.

points with no depopulation, as most FPGAs today employ at
least some form of multiplexer depopulation. Because the
routing switches in the interconnect of the mini-FPGA CLBs
have no buffers, they are tied to a higher configuration voltage
rail (VDDc), so as to increase the speed of the interconnect
with minimal leakage overhead, as suggested in [4]. VDDc is
tied to a voltage equal to VDD+0.2 for all simulations.
Figure 5 compares the best energy savings and associated
delay savings of both multiplexer- and mini-FPGA CLBs at
each of the 24 break-even points discussed previously. 3 of the
CLBs (the smallest with k = 6) were unrouteable for both the
multiplexer-based and mini-FPGA topologies. Because we are

The VTR flow has four output files of interest. The
placement file gives a description of the physical location of
each block inside the FPGA, including I/Os and logic blocks.
The routing file gives high level descriptions of the
interconnect channels and pins that are used in the global
interconnect of the FPGA. The netlist shows the intra-CLB
connectivity between the different BLEs in the CLB, as well as
the connectivity between CLBs. Finally, the BLIF (Berkeley
Logic Interface Format) file provides the logic internal to the
LUTs in the BLE. The scripts can generate the configurations
for both multiplexer-style and mini-FPGA CLBs.
In order to create a fair comparison between most of the
break-even points, we configured one BLE in each CLB with a
chessboard pattern. We then drive the inputs of that BLE with k
signals that serve as a binary counter from 0 to 2k-1. This
ensures that our simulation exercises the worst case delay path
through the CLB, because there is a transition in the output at
every change of the inputs. We observe the worst-case delay
through each CLB, and then calculate energy/op by computing
the average power during the worst-case delay, and multiplying
the two. We repeat this calculation at a range of voltages from
sub-threshold (0.3 V) up to higher voltages (0.8 V). We don’t
sweep any higher, because our focus is on low energy
consumption as opposed to maximum performance.
Large depopulation in the input multiplexers limits the
number of inputs that can be routed to each BLE. In this
exploration, if the depopulation ever results in a multiplexer
with less than k signals, then none of the BLEs can be mapped
with a k-input function. In the case of the mini-FPGA CLBs,
having too few routing tracks prevents multiple signals from
connecting to the pins on a given side of any BLE. If there are
more used pins on any side of any BLE than there are routing
tracks, the Verilog circuit cannot be mapped to a mini-FPGA
CLB. Additionally, routing for outputs and inputs often need to
span multiple BLEs, further limiting routing resources. As the
number of used BLEs increases, more output signals need to be
routed to pins, and the available routing quickly becomes
insufficient for low channel widths. As we will see later in this
paper, only break-even points with N > 4 were successfully
routed through the mini-FPGA CLB, due to the restricted
routeability. Configuring only one BLE in each CLB ensures
that the circuit will be successfully routed to most of the breakeven points found in section III, including those with limited
routeability. Additionally, we do not simulate the break-even

Figure 5: Energy savings from using mini-FPGA CLBs instead of
multiplexer CLBs across the different break-even points in CLB
area. Overall, mini-FPGA CLBs consume less energy, saving as
much as 77.9%. When looking at the delays that correspond to
the lowest energy operation for each CLB, multiplexer-based
CLBs are faster. Large discrepancies in delay (>200%) are due
to the fact that the minimum energy point for multiplexer-based
CLBs is sometimes at a higher voltage.

primarily focused on power- and energy-constrained
applications, we first find the voltage at which energy
consumption is minimized, then determine the delay of the
CLB at that voltage for an additional comparison point. For

the most part, using mini-FPGA CLBs minimize energy
consumption, reducing energy by as much as 80% compared
to the multiplexer-based CLBs. This is due to the exclusion of
buffers throughout the interconnect of the mini-FPGA CLB,
which greatly reduces the current drawn from the voltage
supply. A break from this trends occurs with high
depopulation for the multiplexer-based CLB (best-case for
energy consumption), but larger channel width for the miniFPGA CLB (worst-case for energy consumption). One
example of this is when k = 4, N = 29, depopulation is 75%,
and the channel width is 8. In this case, the multiplexer-based
CLB decreases energy consumption by about 11%.
Mux−based (k4n11, Depop. = 50%, Default = 0)
Mux−based (k4n11, Depop. = 50%, Default = 1)
Mini−FPGA (k4n11, Channel Width = 6)
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multiplexer-based CLB is used, it is still necessary to configure
all of the unused blocks as well, to make sure those extraneous
blocks have minimal effect on the CLB. For multiplexers, the
configuration bits that determine the input are set either to all
0’s or all 1’s. This choice has a large impact on the energy
consumption of the block. Configuring the multiplexer with all
0’s chooses CLB input 0 for the multiplexer, whereas all 1’s
chooses CLB input X (where X is the number of inputs to the
multiplexer). If, for example, input 0 is a high-activity net, then
every multiplexer not in use will toggle at that high activity,
causing the CLB to consume energy as if all N BLEs in the
CLB are in use, as opposed to just one. This issue is illustrated
in Figure 6 clearly.
When k = 4, N = 23, and the depopulation is 66%, the
energy consumption is only 60 pJ when the default
configuration for off-multiplexers is all 0’s, and goes all the
way up to 945 pJ when 1 is the default configuration bit value.
The opposite is true when k = 4, N = 22, and the depopulation
is 75%. In this case, the high energy consumption (923 pJ)
happens when the default configuration is 0’s, and the low
energy consumption (64 pJ) occurs when the multiplexers are
configured with 1’s. Thus, in order to use multiplexer-based
CLBs efficiently, this issue needs to be addressed, either by
power gating the multiplexers, or decoupling the inputs from
the multiplexers when the BLE is not in use. As a result of this
observation, the table in Figure 5 reports the energy savings
based on the lower of the two multiplexer-based CLB energy
consumptions.
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Figure 6: Energy-Delay (ED) curves for different CLB topologies with k =
4, N = 11, depopulation of 50% for the multiplexer-based CLB and a
channel width of 6 for the mini-FPGA CLB. Changing the default
configuration for unused multiplexers in the multiplexer-based CLB has
a significant effect on energy consumption.

To observe the mini-FPGA CLB functionality, we
fabricated a test chip in a 130-nm process. The chip includes
mini-FPGA CLBs, as well as other FPGA test circuits,
including routing resources and configuration bits. There are 6
total mini-FPGA CLBs on the chip. We use two switch
topologies (pass gate and transmission gate) and vary N
between 1, 4, and 9 for six total combinations.
When delay is compared between the two topologies, we
find that multiplexer-based CLBs are faster than mini-FPGA
CLBs when observing the lowest-energy options. For some of
the delays there is a large discrepancy, with delays being faster
by over 200%. This is because for these particular architectural
parameters, the multiplexer-based CLBs have minimum energy
operation at a higher voltage. Thus, the circuit is much faster
in these cases, as delay has a strong dependence on operating
voltage.
We observe from these simulations that the power
consumption of multiplexer-based CLBs has a strong
dependence on the default configuration of unused
multiplexers.
Even though only one BLE inside the

Figure 7: Comparison of energy consumption of fully-utilized CLBs,
where each BLE in the CLB is configured and active. Mini-FPGA CLBs
provide lowest overall energy consumption.

While looking at a single BLE configured in a CLB
provides a comparison point that is valid for all of the breakeven points observed in the area comparison study, it is not
necessarily representative of FPGA implementations generally.
More often than not, multiple BLEs inside of a CLB are
utilized. Figure 7 shows a table similar to the one in Figure 3,
but now only includes break-even points at which both CLB
topologies are capable or routing the necessary inputs and
outputs when all N BLEs are configured.
We observe that the best-case energy consumptions for the
two CLB topologies at break-even points are much closer for
the fully utilized CLBs than those with only one BLE in use. At
most, mini-FPGA CLBs only save 13% in energy
consumption, compared to the 80% observed when utilizing
only one BLE in each CLB. Multiplexer-based CLBs look even
better compared to mini-FPGA CLBs when compared across
voltages. Figure 8 shows the energy-delay (ED) curves for the
two CLB topologies at the break-even point where k = 4, N =

11, the depopulation is 50%, and the channel width (W) = 6.
While the mini-FPGA CLB has the minimum energy
consumption, every other point on that pareto surface
(minimizing both energy and delay) belongs to the multiplexerbased design. Thus, for a small relative increase in delay, CLB
performance and efficiency are better when using multiplexerbased CLBs.

Mux−based (k4n16, Depop. = 66%, Default = 0)
Mini−FPGA (k4n16, Channel Width = 6)
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Figure 8: ED Curves for fully-utilized CLBs at one of the break-even
points, with k = 4 and N = 11. Other fully-utilized CLBs with different k's
and N's follow a similar trend. While the mini-FPGA CLB has the lowest
energy consumption, the multiplexer-based CLB has better energy
efficiency over multiple voltages.

illustrating which intra-CLB topologies are best across
architectural parameters (k, N, etc.). Measurements also
suggest that the chip was fabricated at a process corner closer
to SF (slow NMOS, fast PMOS) then TT, which accounts for
the difference in the absolute values.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
By using an FPGA-style local interconnect for the CLB
instead of the conventional, multiplexer-based CLB design,
transistor counts for the CLBs can be reduced at large cluster
values due to a linear dependence on clustering value (N), as
opposed to the exponential relationship present in the
multiplexer design. With larger LUTs (k), mini-FPGA CLBs
become smaller than multiplexer-based CLBs at smaller N. At
places in the design space where the area between the two
CLB topologies is equal (which we have called break-even
points) energy is reduced by as much as 80% when using
mini-FPGA CLBs. Multiplexer-based CLBs, however, are
generally faster than mini-FPGA CLBs at these break-even
points, reducing delay by as much as 200% for low-voltage
operation. At full CLB utilization, mini-FPGA CLBs still
minimize energy consumption at each break-even point when
operating in sub-threshold, but multiplexer-based CLBs
balance performance and energy consumption better across a
larger range of operating voltages. Thus, using mini-FPGA
CLBs reduces the area and energy penalties attributed to
increased CLB clustering, and makes further clustering (and
thus minimal global interconnect routing) for low-power
applications more feasible. Hardware fabrication of a test chip
shows that trends in CLB simulation match the trend of
physical measurements.

V. HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION
To observe the mini-FPGA CLB functionality, we
fabricated a test chip in a 130-nm process. The chip includes
mini-FPGA CLBs, as well as other FPGA test circuits,
including routing resources and configuration bits. There are 6
total mini-FPGA CLBs on the chip. We use two switch
topologies (pass gate and transmission gate) and vary N
between 1, 4, and 9 for six total combinations.
Figure 9 shows the comparison between simulation and
measured data for the mini-FPGA CLBs we fabricated. In this
plot, we measure the ED curves of 9 BLEs, each configured
with a chessboard pattern in the LUTs. The shape of this plot
differs from the simulations described earlier because here, the
simulation and measurement are for the full chip system,
including all of the other blocks and peripheral circuitry. The
shape of the simulation and measurement data is very similar,
suggesting that conclusions made from simulation results about
trends will track hardware implementations accurately. The
magnitudes of delay and energy differ, but because the trends
are similar, shifting the process corner away from TT (typical
NMOS, typical PMOS) will shift the delay and energy
consumption for simulations unilaterally. The chip
measurements support our SPICE level simulations for

Figure 9: Comparison between simulated and measured CLB data with
similar delay and energy trends. The offset in delay and energy is largely
due to the silicon falling at a different process corner.
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